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This communication is intended to provide timely and important information to our municipal leaders, 
health system partners, health and hospital foundations, and other community based organizations. Please 
feel free to distribute among your stakeholders as appropriate. 
 

|COVID-19| Immunization Campaign – 5 Minute Message 

The SHA Patient Booking System is now LIVE! Congratulations to the Digital Health team for taking the lead, and all those 

that supported this fantastic work. That, and more about the plan to administer AstraZeneca vaccine in this week’s five-

minute message. 

Please see the Government of Saskatchewan website for updated information on the vaccine rollout. 

 

|COVID-19| Help yourself and others with the Patient Booking System 

One year into COVID-19 the SHA is as dedicated now as we have ever been to ending this pandemic and bringing 

patients and families back together. This is why we are excited to launch the new Patient Booking System on March 11, 

2021. This convenient new tool makes it quick and easy book immunization appointments, avoiding long lineups and 

letting you work around your schedule when it’s your turn for immunization. The faster we are immunized, the faster we 

will beat COVID-19 and rediscover “normal.” 

As simple as the tool is, some people will struggle to use it, but you can help! A key feature of the Patient Booking 

System is the ability to assist others with their bookings. All you need to book any appointment is: 

· the Health Card number of the person booking the appointment 

· their name and birthdate 

· a valid email address or cell phone number  

Watch our video to see how easy the Patient Booking System is to use, and help patients, friends, family and yourself to 

get booked and get immunized! 

Learn more at Saskatchewan.ca/COVID19-vaccine. 

 

|COVID-19| Fact Check: COVID-19 vaccination - you asked… 

With so much information coming at a person about COVID-19, sometimes it is difficult to tell fact from fiction. The 

Saskatchewan Health Authority (SHA) recently began answering common questions on its Facebook and Twitter 

accounts in a series called “Vaccination You Asked…”. We encourage everyone to share these facts on their own social 

https://www.saskhealthauthority.ca/news/service-alerts-emergency-events/COVID-19-vaccine/Pages/5-Minute-Messages.aspx
https://www.saskhealthauthority.ca/news/service-alerts-emergency-events/COVID-19-vaccine/Pages/5-Minute-Messages.aspx
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/government/health-care-administration-and-provider-resources/treatment-procedures-and-guidelines/emerging-public-health-issues/2019-novel-coronavirus/covid-19-vaccine
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/covid19-vaccine
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eOT564PI8xs
https://www.saskatchewan.ca/covid19-vaccine
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media newsfeeds. We need to fight fear with fact. We need to dispel myths and misinformation. We need to be strong 

together.  

Here are the “Vaccination You Asked…” questions and answers posted in the past week. 

Q: I heard the SHA is calling people to book COVID-19 vaccine shots. Did I miss my chance to be vaccinated if I missed 

your call? 

A: No, you didn’t. We are currently calling people to book COVID-19 vaccinations. Please note that demand for the 

vaccine far outweighs our current supply but EVERYONE will have an opportunity to be vaccinated. When more vaccine 

arrives we will re-open clinics and vaccinate more residents. Also, you remain eligible in Phase 2 at any time in a younger 

group. Please be patient. 

Q: What is the process to ensure that there are no wasted vaccine doses? 

A: The SHA has a very clear work standard to ensure that all reasonable measures are taken to minimize wasting any 

COVID-19 vaccine doses. On the occasion when there are unallocated or “extra” doses that cannot be put back into 

storage, the Immunization Team will work within the current priority phase to pull forward people who are already 

booked into the clinic for immunization, essentially moving them forward in the queue. If no one is available the 

Immunization Team will proceed to contact other current priority phase individuals who may be on standby and 

prepared to come directly for immunization. If that process is not successful, the Immunization Team may peer-to-peer 

immunize (note that immunization teams are a Phase 1 immunization priority group). If vaccine is still available the 

Immunization Team may offer the vaccine to a readily available candidate, with priority being given to individuals within 

the current phase. 

Q: Why is one community done vaccination and we haven’t started? Are we being skipped? 

A: No. EVERYONE will have an opportunity to be vaccinated. The COVID-19 vaccine roll-out plan (currently in phase 1) is 

based on a number of factors and is focused on protecting our highest-risk residents first. This includes factoring in 

higher COVID-19 transmission risks in certain areas of the province. This means that some communities will have access 

to a clinic sooner than others. Please be patient as vaccine demand outweighs vaccine supply at this time. 

Visit saskatchewan.ca/COVID19-vaccine for updates and information on COVID-19 vaccinations.  

 

|COVID-19| Saskatoon Field Hospital now COVID-19 Mass Immunization Site 

IMPORTANT NOTE: The COVID-19 immunization site at Merlis Belsher Place is by appointment only for eligible Phase One 

priority residents and cannot accommodate drop-in patients.  

The field hospital space within Merlis Belsher Place, located on the University of Saskatchewan campus, is the first 

COVID-19 mass immunization clinic to be set up in Saskatoon.   

http://saskatchewan.ca/COVID19-vaccine?fbclid=IwAR3xV4Lbyqc7dxegbXQMAQvHZtr0nkvTttnCBP-3l3-LouWAu1sXTXHo1WE
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 “We have been using space on the second floor of Merlis Belsher 

Place to immunize health-care workers since late December,” 

said Jennifer Cushon, Immunization Section Chief (Saskatoon) 

and Director, Primary Health Care (Saskatoon). “This expansion 

into the space created for the field hospital will allow us to move 

from seeing 456 people a day to at least 1,400 people a day, once 

we are running mass clinics at full capacity.” Staff at the clinic are 

currently immunizing individuals who live in the community who 

are 70 and older.  

“As vaccine supply allows and we complete immunizations for those groups with the highest risk and need, we will 

follow the provincial plan to move to larger sections of the population, sequenced backwards by age,” said Cushon. “This 

is just one of the ways Saskatoon residents will be able to access the COVID-19 vaccine as they become eligible. As phase 

two opens in the spring, additional options will include drive-thru and satellite immunization clinics.”  

The immunization clinic will be located on the main floor in the area that was set up as a potential COVID-19 field 

hospital. The infrastructure of the field hospital remains, and members of the public will receive their immunization in 

the bays of the space.  

“The immunization clinic does not affect our ability to stand up the field hospital, should that be necessary,” explained 

John Ash, Defensive Chief, Emergency Operations Centre, SHA. “Our trigger for activating the field hospital is currently 

well below the target, and we monitor it closely. If we hit the trigger point, the Saskatoon field hospital will still be ready 

to accept patients with two weeks’ notice.”   

 “We leased this space from the university to strengthen our response to the unknown and fluctuating needs of COVID-

19,” said Ash. “Using this infrastructure we’ve created to run a mass immunization clinic is another way to do just that, 

unless or until the field hospital is needed.”  

If the field hospital is required, the mass immunization site would move to another location, and that would be broadly 

communicated with the public.  

There will be a number of other immunization sites in the city of Saskatoon and around the province, including mass 

immunization sites, drive-thru options, and mobile and community clinics. Overall, the SHA will offer 226 COVID-19 

vaccine clinics in 181 communities around the province, not including clinics that will be established in First Nations 

communities or community options such as pharmacies.   

The sequencing for Saskatchewan’s immunization delivery plan is based on ensuring those most at risk receive access to 

the vaccine first. Currently, this includes priority health-care workers, individuals in all communities who are 70 and 

older, residents and staff in long-term care and personal care homes, and residents who are 50 and older in remote, 

northern communities.  
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|COVID-19| Checking In with Saskatchewan’s First COVID-19 Vaccine Recipients: 

Dr Jeffery Betcher 

ICU physician Dr. Jeffrey Betcher was one of the first two people in the province to be 

immunized for COVID-19. We caught up with Jeff for his insights on his vaccination 

experience.  

Why was getting vaccinated important to you? 

It’s important that we set an example. Immunization is another layer of protection, 

and I think it's an important step in seeing this [COVID-19 pandemic] through to the 

end. As healthcare providers if we don't step up and do this, how can we expect 

everyone else to step up as well? It's really important that we set the example and set the tone for everyone else. 

Has your attitude changed about COVID-19 vaccination between your first dose and now? 

Well, I would probably say I feel stronger about the need for vaccination. We’ve seen that the numbers are not going 

down the way we hoped. As health care providers, we should take the first opportunity to get vaccinated. We set the 

example.  

What were reactions from colleagues, friends and family when you were vaccinated? 

I had hardly walked out of the room where we got vaccinated and I was already getting texts and emails from friends 

and colleagues, and they were all encouraging. 

Any negative reactions? 

No, there hasn’t been anything negative said directly to me. Interestingly, if you look at the Spanish Flu, 100 years ago, 

there were anti-maskers and conspiracy theories back then, too; they just didn't have vaccinations.  

Did you have any anxiety being immunized?  

It happened so quickly I don't think I had any time to be anxious. I’ve been getting my flu shot for years, and I've never 

been nervous about immunizations. 

Any side effects from either dose? 

No, I never even had a sore arm. 

Being one of the first in the province to be vaccinated, have you had the opportunity to educate others about 

vaccines? 

I don’t go many places outside of the hospital these days, and most of my patients in ICU are unconscious. For the non-

medical contacts, I use whatever influence I have to encourage people to get immunized as soon as they have the 

chance.   

What do you say to anyone who isn’t sure about being vaccinated? 

There's decades of science behind vaccinations. Smallpox has been eliminated with vaccines. When was the last time we 
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had polio? The evidence that we've seen with measles outbreaks in areas that don't have vaccinations is evidence 

enough to say that there's something to this and we really need to take advantage of it. 

Brittany Favel 

Registered nurse Brittany Favel was the first person in Saskatchewan’s far north region to be vaccinated. She grew up in 

Ile a la Crosse, and returned there recently to work close to friends and family. She shares her vaccination experience. 

Why was getting vaccinated important to you? 

I always said that I wanted to be the first person in line and I actually was the first person, so that was cool. It’s 

important for me because I want to be able to visit my Grandpa again. He's in long term care, and in Ile a la Crosse, long 

term care is attached to the hospital, and I can only see him through a window. 

I grew up in Ile a la Crosse and have friends and family here. I was raised by my grandparents, and I haven’t been 

physically close to my grandpa for months, aside from the day we were vaccinated. I can’t wait to be able to spend more 

time with him, and to see Grandma reunited with him. 

Has your attitude changed about COVID-19 vaccination between your first dose and 

now?  

No, it was important before being immunized and it’s just as important now. It’s about 

family for me. 

What were reactions from colleagues, friends and family when you were vaccinated? 

A lot of my friends are also colleagues and they were actually hanging out in the 

background, watching me get vaccinated, because I was the first one. Everyone was 

pretty excited, but it wore off pretty quickly because they were next to get their shots 

and were excited for themselves. Mostly everybody couldn’t wait to get theirs. 

 

Any negative reactions? 

One person said that they wouldn't get their vaccine because they think it hasn't been researched enough. They were 

going to wait and see how the vaccine affects other people in the long term before they decide to get their family 

vaccinated. 

Did you have any anxiety being immunized?  

Yes, I was so nervous! I have anxiety normally, and knowing that I was going to be the first one out of all my coworkers 

to get it I was pretty nervous. I actually made the Public Health nurse giving me the vaccine wait a couple times because 

I was so nervous. Finally I just let her do it. I didn't even feel the actual injection.  

Any side effects from either dose? 

A sore arm with my first dose. After my second dose I had a low grade fever, muscle aches, headache, chills, and some 
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pain and swelling at the injection site. Within 24 hours I was back to normal. Even with those side effects I have no 

regrets; I would choose the vaccine over COVID-19 any day! 

What do you say to anyone who isn’t sure about being vaccinated? 

My message for people unsure about getting the COVID vaccine would be that everyone experiences things differently. 

Not everyone will have the same side effects, or any side effects at all. Do your own research, ask another healthcare 

worker, go with your own instincts about the vaccine. Social media has a lot of misleading posts about vaccines for fear-

mongering. Don’t believe everything you see on social media. 

 

|COVID-19| Physician Executive Dr Stephanie Young Shares Moments of Gratitude 

Like many of you, I’m struggling with the duration of the pandemic, the stress, the 

workload that COVID-19 has created, and the small windows of hope that seem to vanish 

with new COVID outbreaks, vaccine delays and new variants. I’m also struggling with 

taking care of myself, in the way that I know I should. Yet in all of this, I’m finding 

moments of gratitude.  

Recently, I experienced three moments of gratitude because of things our SHA teams are 

doing every day, everywhere. The first was when my three-year-old son was identified as a 

close contact from someone in his pre-kindergarten class. So many people made this scary 

situation tolerable, from the Public Health team who called us at 7 p.m. two days before 

Christmas, to the team at the testing and assessment site who helped my son through his 

‘nose test’ on Christmas Eve, to the lab staff who ran the test over the holidays, and back 

to the Public Health team who followed him during his two-week isolation. Thank you all.  

The second experience was when I was working in the La Ronge Emergency Room when there was a COVID outbreak in 

our homeless population. I worked with a woman who we diagnosed with COVID-19. She was well enough not to be 

admitted but was homeless and had nowhere to self-isolate. She needed both assisted self-isolation (ASIS) and access to 

the managed alcohol program (MAP). In that moment, I was grateful to the teams who have worked so tirelessly to set 

up programs like ASIS and MAP. These programs are serving those most vulnerable. To all those who helped with their 

creation and are helping with their continued delivery, thank you. I am also grateful to all those working with COVID in 

our facilities every day across the province. Whether in continuing care, residential care and acute care settings at the 

community level or all the way up to tertiary, I feel that we’re working more as one provincial system now more than 

ever before.  

My last moment of gratitude has to do with vaccine distribution. When I was called to receive my first dose I felt 

honoured and privileged. The day after I received my vaccine, I helped administer vaccines to some of our community 

elders. This was a powerful experience. Some of the elders had not left their homes in months and many woke up that 
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morning not knowing they would soon be receiving their first dose. The sense of gratitude and newfound hope these 

individuals had was truly palpable. It gave many of us goosebumps and some tears of joy. I know how many countless 

hours of work and planning have gone into, and will continue to go into, the vaccine roll out. Thank you to each and 

every one of you for your remarkable efforts.   

These situations are not unique to me, or to where I live in our province. I am reminded every day of how fortunate we 

are to have each other. We will get through this together. Please remember to be kind and patient with one another, as 

we are all likely struggling in some way. My hope is that each of you will remember to pause, to reflect on how far we’ve 

come, to find moments of gratitude and hope, and to please take care of yourselves. 

 

 |COVID-19| Faces of the Fight 

Carolyn Brost Strom, RN 

Carolyn Brost Strom is a Public Health Nurse in Prince Albert 

by Carolyn Brost Strom, RN 

February 22 was quite possibly the best work day I have had in a very long time. Why? 

Because I did not have to deliver bad news today.  

I didn’t have to say the “you tested positive for COVID-19” bad news. Instead, today I got 

to deliver good news, the “you get to receive your COVID-19 vaccine this weekend” good 

news. Yes, today I got to make calls, to book people in for their COVID-19 vaccines. 

The majority of people I called that day were in their mid-90s and late-80s. These are people who are still living 

independently, and have been isolated for almost a year now, to stay safe and to stay well. If you do the math, these are 

people who were born from the 1927 to the mid 1930s.  

Imagine the life they have lived, the changes they have seen our world, the hardships they have endured this last 

century. During the past year, these are the people that have truly been in isolation. Some have no internet, and all they 

have are the phone connections to those in their families and maybe some outdoor visits.  

But because of the life they have lived, their perspective is so much different than many of ours. They have lived through 

many wars and crises, and through that all, they have a grit that is remarkable. 

They were so grateful, so positive and so excited. 

They exuded hope. 

Hope, a message and a feeling that is so very important right now.  Hope, a message that those who sometimes have 

seen the very worst can muster the courage to bring a bright light to the rest of us.  
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To the rest of us... well, that was also me today. That day, these people got invited to be some of first in line for a 

vaccine that could eventually bring us back to a more normal life. 

Their voices on the other end of that phone line, I can’t even describe. If I hadn’t been wearing a mask all day you’d have 

seen me smiling all day. Smiling because I was able to deliver good news to people who have been through so much, 

smiling because of the stories I was told, and smiling because it brought me hope as well. 

The perspective these people have is something we can all learn from and it will be an honour to give them their COVID-

19 vaccines. 

  

SHA continues important accreditation work virtually 

COVID-19 did not delay the accreditation efforts of the Saskatchewan Health Authority 

(SHA), even though the pandemic came during the second year of a four-year 

accreditation cycle.  

“Accreditation is critical work that is helping strengthen quality and safety for the 

people we serve,” says Scott Livingstone, CEO of the SHA.  “That is why we have 

continued our accreditation work during the pandemic by pivoting to a virtual 

accreditation survey to keep everyone safe and to maintain our dedication to being 

accreditation-ready at all times.” 

As part of the SHA’s commitment to quality and safety, the SHA participates in Accreditation Canada’s independent, 

third-party assessment of care and services. This accreditation ensures that the SHA is providing a safe environment for 

employees and that it is delivering safe, quality care for patients, clients, and residents. 

This assessment is known as an accreditation “survey.” The most recent survey took place from December 6 to 11, 2020. 

Carrying out a virtual accreditation survey was no small feat: Five Accreditation Canada surveyors, including a patient 

surveyor, spent over five days visiting 23 different sites virtually. This group assessed six different standards, interviewed 

20 patients, and conducted 51 group discussions. 

The SHA teams displayed the Saskatchewan spirit of innovation, as the SHA was the only organization to so 

comprehensively shift the accreditation survey to a virtual format. Teams used cameras and other technology to bring 

the surveyors to facilities safely.   

“This survey highlights how the SHA is shifting to becoming accreditation-ready every day – the teams prepared in a very 

short amount of time and can now also see how accreditation standards and processes fit into their daily work of 

providing safe and high-quality care for patients," says Stacey Smith Coleman, Director of Accreditation with the SHA. 

“The SHA demonstrated its commitment to all SHA health-care providers and every resident of Saskatchewan when it 

continued its accreditation efforts,” says Brenda Andreas, a Patient Family Partner with the SHA.  
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Andreas is also an Accreditation Canada-recognized Patient Surveyor. “Healthcare providers are living through tough, 

traumatic times during this pandemic, and COVID-19 has not stopped the regular need for healthcare from people 

across our province. Despite the pandemic’s challenges, the SHA strengthened its resolve. Being accreditation-ready at 

all times gives providers the tools they need and patients the care they deserve.”  

Prior to the pandemic, the SHA was gearing up for the second component of its four-year accreditation model. 

Originally, the focus was planned for:  

 Primary Health Care (Health Networks);  

 Mental Health and Addictions (Inpatient and Community);  

 Population Health; 

 Community Paramedicine; and 

 Telehealth. 
 

After careful planning and consultation, Mental Health and Addictions (Inpatient), Community Paramedicine, and 

Telehealth went forward with the survey during the second year.  

“Everyone in the SHA should be very proud that we chose to continue our accreditation work in the middle of a 

pandemic,” says Livingstone. “The SHA’s approach to accreditation involves everyone from the Board of Directors to 

frontline staff, as well as patients and families.” 

“I want to thank the surveyors from Accreditation Canada, the SHA teams, and our patient family advisors who are 

committed to working together to successfully complete this virtual accreditation survey.” 

To ensure a complete accreditation survey, follow-up in-person work with Accreditation Canada is tentatively scheduled 

for June pending the status of provincial pandemic restrictions.  


